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REPORT ON XII ANIMAL DEBATES: SHARING THE LIFETIME 

EXPERIENCE ON WELFARE STANDARDS WHEN TRAINING PET 

ANIMALS FOR LIVE PERFORMANCES AND THE FILM INDUSTRY. 
 
 

Author: Marina Lercier 

 

 Dra. Teresa Gimenez-Candela1, director of the ICALP2 (International Center for Animal Law and 

Policy) welcomed the participants to the XII Animal Debates that took place at the Law Faculty of the 

Autonomous University of Barcelona in Bellaterra, Catalonia.  

 Dr. Enrique Alonso3, Permanent State Counselor and recognized specialist in Animal welfare and 

Animal law, introduced Dorothy Berloni4, one of the most outstanding representatives of this field, partner 

in William Berloni Theatrical Animals5, currently in Barcelona as the coach and caretaker of the dog that 

performs with Isabella Rosselini6 in the theatrical production « Link Link Circus » at the Teatre Akademia7, 

in her dialogue with the animal world. 

 

Darcy, the standby dog for the play, who was rescued in fall - after having been beaten by her owner and 

confiscated by the police to be placed in a foster home - was also present, for the greatest joy of the 

participants. 

 Among the audience, Yaneth and Diana, a veterinarian and a lawyer from Colombia, Camila, a 

veterinarian from Chile, students of the Master of Animal Law and Society at the UAB8 - the only Master fully 

dedicated to Animal Law studies in the EU - who came to study here to get the knowledge they want to bring 

back to their countries to improve the living conditions of animals through the design and implementation of 

better welfare policies. Sandra, who studied political sciences and international relations, and Melanie, a 

                                                            
1 Marita Giménez-Candela has an LL.B. and Ph.D. (Special Prize for Merit) in Law from the Universidad de Navarra, Pamplona. She is the 

Director of the Postgraduate Program: “Animals, Law and Society” which started the academic year 2010-2011. She is the Director of the 

Master in Animal Law and Society which started in the academic year 2011-2012 (onsite) and the online edition which started in the academic 

year 2013-2014. She was the Director of the Research Group ADS (=Animales, Derecho y Sociedad) and currently is the Director of the ICALP 

(International Center for Animal Law and Policy). Is the founder and editor of the web page (www.derechoanimal.info), which includes the first 

database in Spain about legislation and case Law. She is the scientific Director of two Animal Law Book Collections (Tirant lo Blanch and 

UAB), and Director of two Animal Law Journals: JAL&IAWS and dA. Forum of Animal Law Studies. She is Co-Founder of the European 

Group of Animal Law Studies (EGALS). 
2 http://derechoanimal.info/es/icalp 
3 Enrique Alonso has PhD in Law from the Universidad Complutense de Madrid. He is Permanent State Councilor and Chairman of the Eighth 

Section of the State Council. Master of Laws by the University of Virginia (USA). Certified Environmental Manager by the School of Business 

Administration, Bentley College (USA) (1999). Until June 2006, he has been UNESCO Full Professor of Planning and Environment at the 

Universidad Rey Juan Carlos; Professor at the Monterey Institute of International Studies in California, at the Marshall-Wythe School of Law of 

the College of William and Mary (Virginia, USA) and at Harvard Law School (Massachusetts, USA). 
4 Dorothy Berloni is William Berloni’s wife and partner in Theatrical Animals, www.theatricalanimals.com. 
5 William BERLONI (Animal Director and Trainer) 2011 Tony Honoree for Excellence in Theatre, 2017 Drama League’s Unique Contribution 

to the Theatre and 2014 Outer Critics Circle award for Special Achievement.  

Mr. Berloni has trained animals for hundreds of Off-Broadway, regional theatre, tours, television and movies. Recent films include 

PATERSON, directed by Jim Jarmusch and IT COMES AT NIGHT directed by Trey Edwards Shultz. He provided the first live dog to play 

“Nana” in PETER PAN LIVE as well as Toto in THE WIZ LIVE, both on NBC.  Other television includes POWER, SNEAKY PETE, 

SESAME STREET, HIGH MAINTENANCE, DIFFICULT PEOPLE, CASTLE ROCK and MR ROBOT.  

Mr. Berloni and his family are the subjects of the docu-series entitled WAGS TO RICHES WITH BILL BERLONI on the Discovery Family 

Channel that premiered in August 2015. Published author of BROADWAY TAILS, DOGA and SANDY THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A 

STAR. Director of Animal Behavior at the Humane Society of New York.   
6 Isabella Rossellini, the Italian actress and model who has made her home in America since 1979 and holds dual Italian and American 

citizenship, was born cinema royalty when she made her debut on June 18, 1952 in Rome. She is the daughter of two legends, three-time Oscar-

winning Swedish-born actress Ingrid Bergman and neo-realist master Italian director Roberto Rossellini. She was also the third wife of Oscar-

winning director Martin Scorsese from 1979 to 1982 and the partner of legendary director David Lynch. IMDb mini biography by J. C. 

Hopwood: http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000618/bio?ref_=nm_ov_bio_sm 
7 http://teatreakademia.cat/ 
8 http://derechoanimal.info/es/master 
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biologist, also students of the Master in Barcelona, share this objective. Mona Tellier, a dog trainer for 

therapy from Canada who lives in Barcelona, also expected the conference with enthusiasm to learn from 

each other’s experience. 

 In a very informal, sharing atmosphere, Dorothy Berloni told us about her views on the theatre and 

film industry as far as animals are involved, through her first-hand experience as a dog trainer for the past 

25 years9. What’s behind the scene? 

 

 The couple’s specialty, training dogs for live theater, is a bit more complicated than training animals 

for movies: you cannot keep replaying the scene until it’s wrapped, you just cannot cut a play. Whereas in 

the film industry the dog’s trainer can be just next to the camera person and tell the dog whatever needs to 

be done, in theater, on the contrary, the trainer needs to stay backstage. Thus the first thing we learned 

about the practicalities of dogs’ performances in theaters, before addressing the welfare issues that interest 

us, is that the actors actually have to be trained as well to give the dog the commands, so that they will not be 

looking at their trainer while on stage. 

 

 
 

 Getting to the heart of the subject, Dorothy Berloni pointed out her concern regarding the welfare of 

animals used for live performances and in the film industry. According to her, Theatrical Animals has 

unfortunately higher welfare standards than the US government itself, and for good reason: there is no 

regulation. How to bridge the gap? 

 Dorothy Berloni crossed the ocean to witness a society that seems more friendly to dogs than in the 

US, where they are not allowed in public places and do not form part of people’s daily lives in the same way. 

Particularly, she admitted enjoying dogs’ free access to public places in Catalonia, as places allowing dogs 

can be counted on the fingers of one hand in her US neighborhood. Our speaker made a funny remark when 

underlining that, paradoxically, when the whole cast of the play goes to the restaurant before a 

representation, the dog cannot go although he plays, too. 

                                                            
9 D. Berloni’s husband, William Berloni, started training dogs 40 years ago, that notably played in « Annie » in Broadway in 1979, « The wizard 

of Oz », « Legally blonde »… and other musicals, as well as commercials, TV shows and movies. 
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 Back to the US, in the words of our speaker, the welfare of performing animals, especially in theaters, 

has changed thanks to her husband, who fights the consideration of animals used for entertainment as 

inanimate, replaceable objects, taken care of by the « properties’ » person.  

 The Berlonis insist in making clear to any professional that the dogs they use are live, breathing 

creatures that must be taken good care of, especially as profit is made out of them. Their needs must be 

anticipated, as unlike humans, they will not tell how they feel, nor can they cope with exhaustion if told to 

« hold on for a few more minutes ». They challenge the industry in forcing professionals to realize that, 

although time is money and they can have tight schedules, there is something in animal welfare for 

everyone: dogs that are well will perform better, and the directors will obtain quicker results.  

 

 Part of their standards includes the refusal to ever work with wild animals, too. Beyond being 

unethical in their eyes, it would also necessarily imply the use of drugs or abuse of the animals, which they 

cannot accept. Never would they train a wild cat, bear, or primate, to go on stage: the majority of their work 

is about « the dog being a dog, not a superhero, not a Disney-type character ». 

 

 
 

 Regrettably though, all efforts come from the inside: the US government does not demand any 

compliance with any regulation to protect the animals used for entertainment, nor to ensure their welfare in 

the entertainment world. The only existing animal welfare label is informal, and does not apply to theaters 

either. The American Humane Society, a private organization not funded by the government, delivers a 

stamp to the producers who are willing to pay to have a team coming on the movie set, stating that « No 

animals were harmed » for the making of the sequence10. 

                                                            
10 American Humane Association is the only organization authorized to monitor and award the "No Animals Were Harmed"® End Credit 

Certification regardless of where a production is filmed 
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 To contrast with this absence of regulation, in Catalonia for example a veterinarian is required to 

ensure that the dog is well treated after an authorization has been delivered to have the animal in the show. 

 But the change could finally be coming from the audience, too. With animal welfare concerns 

increasing among society, and public opinion demanding a good treatment of animals, it has become a hot 

topic in theaters and in the film industry. Indeed, Dorothy Berloni confessed that, if you do something that 

might look to be harmful to the dog on stage - where there can be no computerized, fictional artifice - even if 

it is not, « you will lose the audience if it believes you are actually harming an animal ». To the point of, 

sometimes, making it obvious that the animal used in a theatre scene is a fake one to avoid worrying the 

public. 

 

 
 

 Many questions were raised for the curiosity was great. Having been told that Darcy was a rescued, 

some wondered if the Theatrical Animals couple had a greater interest in adopting puppies and young dogs, 

how did they start rescuing dogs, and how many dogs were they training at the moment. 

 Rescuing dogs to train them for live performances and the film industry started when William Berloni 

worked in a theatre, at a very young age when he wanted to be an actor, and was asked to find and train a 

dog for a show. He took his chance to be on stage, and went to a local shelter - the cheapest option for a 

                                                                                                                                                                                                 
« No animals were harmed », the certification program of the American Humane Association, is accessible at: 

http://www.humanehollywood.org/ 

Guidelines for Producers and Filmmakers for the Safe Use of Animals in Filmed Media were also made available, and are updated periodically, 

to build a « Humane Hollywood » for animals, accessible at: https://www.americanhumane.org/app/uploads/2016/08/Guidelines2015-WEB-

Revised-110315-1.pdf 
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young man - and found a matching dog. But what he found out as well were the deplorable conditions in 

which the dogs lived: no socialization, lack of hygiene, euthanasia… Horrified by this first visit, from that 

moment all dogs needed by the company were going to be rescued animals. 

 Now the couple has 31 rescued dogs at home, not all of them working at the moment. They do not 

adopt puppies, but rather young dogs that are on average 2 to 3 years old. The oldest dog they ever adopted 

was 5, as adopting senior dogs is not necessarily ideal for a career in theatre or movies: training can be up to 

a year, and it can be very demanding and tiring for an older animal, even if it is not physically active on stage. 

Canine actors need a lot of energy, and old dogs need to retire. How do they retire then? 

 At Dorothy and William Berloni’s house, performing dogs do have a home for life. If some would be 

better off in another home, with less animals, the couple takes the time to find a good family for the animals 

they have been working with. 

 Dorothy Berloni taught us about the basic stages of dog training at Theatrical Animals. Once a dog is 

rescued, its basic training starts; sometimes, even basic socialization is needed for dogs that have been 

through traumatic experiences, although their history cannot be guessed. Whether or not the dogs will 

finally end up on stage is another question, and they all learn basic obedience through reward, as, in the 

words of our expert, « ending up on the stage is not as important as making them good citizens », to give 

them the opportunity to find a home in any event. 

 Once they know the basics of their work, the dogs are taken to the theatre, for example one where the 

team currently has a show running. It allows them to familiarize with the dark, the echoes, the curtains and 

other things hanging, the orchestra, the smells… and all these things that are new and potentially scary to 

them - until it becomes natural to them, like a second-home. 

 

 
 

 During the rehearsal process, the dogs learn what the directors want them to do. But not everything is 

ok with Theatrical Animals’ high standards and realities of live theater: oftentimes, it is impossible for live 
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performances to meet the expectations influenced by fiction. Hence, a compromise has to be found to meet 

what is truly, and naturally, possible for a dog to do on stage. 

 A big difficulty faced by acting dogs and their trainers is that the rehearsal studio is a big, empty place, 

with written tape marks on the floor to indicate the future pieces of decor: human actors can read it and 

create a mental image that they will get used to and synchronize with, but nonhumans cannot. The dog has 

no idea what that means, and discovering the stage where he will be performing with a whole lot of new, 

imposing elements can come as quite a shock. 

 The transition to the theater stage is a big change for the dog, which means the team would almost 

have to start the training all over again; it all relies on the producer’s acceptance that the dog is given some 

time before the representation to learn its role on stage and acclimate, with the right elements already in 

place to not be disturbed by their introduction on the big day. The risk is that an unacclimated dog would 

walk off stage to come to their trainer out of confusion. Fortunately, provoking the laughs of the assistance, 

Dorothy Berloni conceded that « Usually our dogs are more consistent than the actors. Plus, dogs do not 

forget their lines ». 

 Interrogated about the existence of diva-like actor dogs, our speaker declared that to her knowledge, 

no dog so far has ever started having higher demands. Only sometimes will the value of the treat have to be 

changed, making it smellier or tastier, to keep the dog interested when he is bored or something complicated 

is expected from him. Nor can she remember of any dog that ever refused to go on stage, but just in case, a 

standby dog, just like Darcy, is always ready if there is a problem with the main dog actor. Meanwhile, 

Minnie, the main dog actor in « Link Link Circus », is resting before her night play. 

 

 As for taking care of the dogs during the representations that take place in many different cities, 

handlers are employed to take care of the dogs 24 hours a day. Their main task is to keep them happy and 

healthy, and to take them on stage at some point in the day.  

 Dog actors’ handlers have the priority to make sure that they are good at any time, providing much 

attention and consistence in the care. Keeping their schedule is the most important. Of equal importance is 

the dogs’ relation with the actors they will be playing with. Ideally, the theater becomes their second home, 

and the actors their second family. 

 Surprisingly, the average performance length for dog actors is quite short, a few minutes on stage. Yet 

in this short time, human actors must be able to face the unpredictable, as the dogs cannot anticipate what 

will be expected from them if their routine is changed. To do so, the dogs’ trainers work with the cast on 

« what ifs », to give the actors cues to work as signals for the dog to know how to behave if something goes 

wrong, that have better chances of success if the dog trusts his human counterpart. The dogs have to feel 

safe, or else they might never want to perform again. 

 The most important in the human actors’ training is to create a bond with their canine partner, as the 

representation will look more truthful to the audience. In case the alchemy does not work, there are always 

« treats in the pocket » to help. Treats are used on stage as a « safety net », as most dogs once they know 

their role will do it even without the treats if they enjoy it. 

 It remains crucial though for the human and canine actors to connect. Directors and producers should 

keep that in mind when casting people, giving ideally a preference to people that are more at ease with 

animals if there is a scene with a dog, before expecting a trainer to do magic. 

 Speaking of magic, this bond is more difficult to create in movies as the actors - human and nonhuman 

- will most often meet on the day of filming, on set, although meeting a few days prior to the performance is 

preferable for the actors to get to know each other. Especially, if a scene involving a lot of emotions - like a 

reunion scene for example - is expected, the bond is determinant for it to be a success. 

 Dorothy Berloni insisted also that all acting demanded from the dogs remains within the limits of 

what would be a natural behavior for a dog; never would they ride a bicycle, jump through a loop in fire, 
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etc… like some animals in circuses. This is a totally different type of performance according to the dog 

trainer. 

 Just like people, not every dog will have the skills to shine in the spotlight… and some can have stage-

fright. Although if a dog does not want to go on the scene, there is no remedy. He won’t. Hence when 

selecting dog for adoption and future acting, the trainers couple looks for some basic clues, as for example, is 

the dog food-motivated? Of course no trait of character is a guarantee that the dog will like to act, but 

outgoing dogs in general will be likelier to enjoy this life. 

 

 It was already time to say goodbye to Dorothy Berloni and Darcy, who greeted us with a few very 

doggy tricks of her own - nothing less, nothing more. While Isabella Rosselini and Minnie will be at the 

Teatre Akademia in Barcelona until the 25th of March, the question of how to adequately address the failure 

of legal protection of animals used for entertainment remains. Beyond the adoption of ethical behaviors and 

rules of deontology among professionals, and vigilance and expression of high animal welfare expectations 

from the public, it is up to legislators and policy-makers to make some magic, too, to become entertainment 

animals’ super heroes. 
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